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Efficient Progressive Radiance Estimation
Engine Architecture and Implementation

for Progressive Photon Mapping
Ching-Chieh Chiu , Lan-Da Van , Senior Member, IEEE, and Yu-Shu Lin

Abstract— We propose a progressive radiance estimation
engine (PREE) hardware architecture to accelerate the processing
of the progressive photon mapping with satisfactory graphic
quality. The presented PREE architecture consists of four
progressive radiance estimation units (PREUs), approximate
full task schedule-oriented hit-point update operation controller
(AFTSO-HpUOC) and approximate data-independent schedule-
oriented radiance evaluation controller (ADISO-REC). The
PREUs accelerate the radiance estimation computation by a
pipeline technique and share and configure the hardware
resource for hit-point update operation and radiance evaluation.
Through AFTSO-HpUOC and ADISO-REC, the data can be
efficiently dispatched to achieve better parallelism and the data
dependence can be alleviated within the four PREUs, respectively.
The core area of the proposed PREE architecture implemented
in TSMC 90-nm CMOS process is 1.78 mm2. According to
the post-layout simulation results, the implementation achieves
496.79 million hit-point update operations per second (MHpUO/s)
and consumes 184 mW at 125 MHz for Cornell box with three
balls.

Index Terms— Hardware architecture, progressive photon
mapping, progressive radiance estimation.

I. INTRODUCTION

PHOTON mapping [1]–[9] is one of global illumination
algorithms, which is capable of providing caustics, diffuse

interreflection and subsurface scattering effects. The photon
mapping is first proposed by Jensen [1] in 1996; however,
the large memory requirement due to storing a full photon
map and the biased result as pointed out in [3], [5], and [7]
are incurred. Thus, the photon mapping [1] is further improved
over the past years in a considerable number of studies [2]–[8].
The basic concept, computation and the latest developments of
the photon mapping are introduced and demonstrated in [9].
In order to accelerate the final gathering, Havran et al. [2]
modified the algorithm by reorganizing the computation in
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the reverse order. Hachisuka et al. [3], [4] introduced the
progressive photon mapping (PPM) algorithm without stor-
ing a full photon map to render an image with arbitrary
accuracy. Then the authors further proposed the stochastic
progressive photon mapping (SPPM) algorithm [5], where
the SPPM algorithm is used to process the effects of glossy
reflections, motion blur and depth-of-field by distributed ray
tracing. Kaplanyan and Dachsbacher [8] presented an adaptive
progressive photon mapping (APPM) algorithm to adaptively
determine the crucial parameters of the PPM [3], [4] such that
the better graphic quality can be obtained from simulation
results [8].

Generally, the hardware approaches [10]–[19] include
general-purpose graphics processing unit (GPGPU)/graphics
processing unit (GPU), central processing unit (CPU) with
multi-core architecture, or application-specific integrated cir-
cuit (ASIC) hardware implementation approaches to accelerate
the photon mapping related algorithms. To our best knowl-
edge, Purcell et al. [10] firstly used GPU to accelerate the
photon mapping. In recent years, applying GPU/GPGPU to
implement the photon mapping related algorithms has been
proposed in [14], [16], and [19]. Pedersen [16] proposed
a uniform grid approach on GPUs for the PPM algorithm.
Hachisuka [19] proposed a rendering system using GLSL
shaders. Kim et al. [18] utilized heterogeneous computing
resources composed of GPU and CPU to achieve a high
rendering throughput. Singh et al. [11], [12], [15] proposed the
photon map searching and shading accelerator architectures
for the reverse pipelined photon mapping [2], [11], [12] and
the high-throughput photon mapping [15]. Pan [17] explored
the multi-accelerator architecture that is mainly composed
of the tree search accelerator(s) (TSA) and the shader opera-
tion accelerator(s) (SOA) for the photon mapping.

In terms of algorithms, it is known that, from simulation
results, SPPM [5] and APPM [8] have better graphic quality
than PPM [3], [4]. Compared with PPM, the SPPM [5]
algorithm designed for glossy reflections, motion blur and
depth-of-field takes longer computation time because of the
distributed ray tracing passes. Compared with PPM, the APPM
algorithm [8] needs to calculate additional 6 values in [8] to
obtain optimal radius at each iteration. Thus, PPM is selected
for our hardware architecture and implementation research
from the computation viewpoint. In terms of hardware archi-
tectures, there exist four challenges and problems as mentioned
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in Section III from mapping the PPM algorithm [3], [4]
into a hardware such that the designers have to pay more
efforts/time to mitigate these issues from the program coding
viewpoint by GPU/CPU. Thus, an ASIC approach is a poten-
tial promising solution. To our best knowledge, considering
high computing performance and satisfactory graphic quality,
how to efficiently realize the progressive radiance estimation
of PPM by an ASIC approach has not yet been addressed and
explored. Thus, in this work, the novel progressive radiance
estimation engine (PREE) hardware architecture consisting of
four progressive radiance estimation units (PREUs) and two
controllers including approximate full task schedule oriented
hit-point update operation controller (AFTSO-HpUOC) and
approximate data independent schedule oriented radiance eval-
uation controller (ADISO-REC) is proposed. Using these two
controllers, the computation of each photon can be almost per-
formed in parallel and the data dependence can be alleviated,
respectively. The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
In Section II, the background of photon mapping and PPM are
described. In Section III, the challenges and problems via a
hardware approach are issued. In Section IV, the proposed
PREE and the corresponding embedded units are addressed.
The chip layout implementation and comparison results are
shown in Section V. Finally, a brief statement concludes this
work.

II. BACKGROUND

In this section, the photon mapping, progressive photon
mapping (PPM) and terminologies of the expected value and
variance of radiance estimation are briefly reviewed.

A. Photon Mapping

The photon mapping is one of global illumination methods
that approximates to the real radiance by simulating the
behavior of photons. The algorithm needs two-pass operations
to accomplish the rendering. The first pass phase of the photon
mapping [1] is photon tracing, where photons are emitted
from a light source to intersect a surface of a scene and the
intersected photon information is stored in the photon map.
The second pass phase of the photon mapping [1] is ray
tracing and photon gathering. Rays are shot from the camera
to the scene until hitting the surface. The photon gathering
accumulates the flux and determines the radiance of each pixel.
It searches the fixed number of photons that is closest to the
hit-point by the photon map. In order to reduce the increased
number of photons, the distribution number of photons and the
length of the photon path are instructed by Russian Roulette.
However, in high resolution scenes, a large amount of stored
photon information occupies a large amount of memory space
to build the photon map. Storing and building the full photon
map in the memory incurs a memory bottleneck. In next
subsection, the PPM algorithm that resolves the memory space
issue will be described.

B. Progressive Photon Mapping (PPM)

The PPM algorithm does not need to store the full pho-
ton map in the memory, and only stores the hit-points.
PPM [3], [4] is a reverse and multi-pass algorithm, where

the first pass phase is ray tracing and all subsequent passes
are photon tracing. Furthermore, the three main operations
of the progressive radiance estimation of PPM [3] include
radius reduction, flux correction and radiance evaluation. All
hit-points are produced before photons generation and are
ready for refining by photons. Then a photon is released after
refining the flux of affected hit-points. Thus, the full photon
map is not demanded. In the ray tracing pass phase, a hit-
point will be produced and stored in the memory when a ray
intersects a surface. The hit-point data not only has surface
information, but also includes the amount of accumulated
photons, radius and accumulated flux. In the photon tracing
pass phase, Russian Roulette is used to determine the photon
path in which each intersected photon acquires hit-points.
The radius and flux of the hit-point at the surface location x
with the incident ray direction �w surrounding the intersected
photons are reduced and corrected by Eq. (1) and Eq. (2),
respectively [3], [4].

�

R(x) = R(x)

√
N(x) + αM(x)

N(x) + M(x)
(1)

τ�
N
(x, �w) = (τN (x, �w) + τM (x, �w))

π
�

R
2
(x)

π R2(x)

= τN+M (x, �w)
N(x) + αM(x)

N(x) + M(x)
(2)

where R(x), N(x), M(x), α, and τN (x, �w) denote the radius
of a hit-point, the number of photons that are within the radius
of a hit-point, the number of photons that are found in new
photon tracing pass phase and within the radius of a hit-point,
the parameter for controlling the photon number, and the total
unnormalized flux received from photons, respectively. Note
that, π R2 denotes the locally flat surface with the radius R
in which the photons are located [3]. Instead of requesting all
new photons, α, between 0 and 1, is used to control how many
photons are needed. The τN (x, �w) is defined in Eq. (3) [3], [4].

τN (x, �w) =
N(x)∑
p=1

fr (x, �w, �wp)φp(x p, �wp) (3)

where fr (x, �w, �wp) and φp(x p, �wp) denote the bidirectional
reflectance distribution function (BRDF) and the unnormalized
flux induced by the photon p at the surface location x p

with the incident photon direction �wp , respectively. After
the photon tracing pass phase, the fluxes of hit-points are
used to estimate the radiance of the corresponding pixel
by Eq. (4) [3], [4].

L(x, �w) = 1

π R2(x)

τ (x, �w)

Nemit ted
(4)

where Nemit ted denotes the total number of emitted photons
after the photon tracing pass phase. Another advantage of the
PPM algorithm is that a photon can simultaneously update
all related hit-points through parallel computing. By contrast,
in the gathering step of the traditional photon mapping, each
single hit-point is updated by a number of photons. To avoid
concurrent writing, a hit-point is sequentially updated by each
related photon.
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C. Expected Value and Variance of Radiance Estimation

In addition to the large memory space requirement, another
disadvantage of the photon mapping is that it cannot achieve
low expected value/low bias and low variance/low noise at the
same time. That means the photon mapping is a biased method
as pointed out in [5] and [7]. On the contrary, PPM solves
this issue by reducing the radius at each radiance estimate
step. Knaus and Zwicker [7] systematically described the
expected value and variance of radiance estimation, and how
PPM decreases these two factors. Their work [7] proves
that while the samples N(x) is infinite, the variance and
expected value of average error εN will approach zero. Further,
the expected value of a pixel value using N(x) samples is
derived as follows [7].

E[cN ] = c + E[ W

pe
]E[εN ] (5)

where, c is the exact pixel value, cN is the estimate using
N(x) samples, pe is a certain probability density, W is
the contribution of eye paths, and E[εN ] is the expected
value of average error. Herein, E[cN ] is regarded as the
theoretical graphic quality in this paper. Eq. (5) shows that if
E[εN ] approaches zero, E[cN ] is equal to c.

III. CHALLENGES AND PROBLEMS

In this section, from computation profiling and hardware
implementation viewpoints, the challenges and problems via
a hardware approach are addressed.

A. Progressive Radiance Estimation Computation

From the viewpoint of computation, except the radius reduc-
tion, flux correction, and radiance evaluation [3], actually, the
distance calculation between a neighboring hit-point and a
photon, comparison, photon count accumulation are needed.
Thus, the computation including the distance calculation, com-
parison, radius reduction, flux correction, and photon count
accumulation is named as a hit-point update operation for
profiling analysis and hardware design in this paper. The
profiling results in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 are obtained by apply-
ing/modifying the source code [4] using Visual C++ with
single thread in the environment of Intel CPU i7-2600 3.4GHz.
Note that the image with ppm format is converted to that with
png format throughout this paper. Figs. 1(a)∼(d) show the
Cornell box scenes with 3 balls at four different resolutions.
For satisfactory graphic quality, the number of emitted photons
is 10 times of the resolution. Therefore, 0.768 million photons
in 320 × 240 resolution are emitted such that the number of
hit-point update operations is 78.12 million according to the
accumulated result of the PPM simulation. Fig. 1(e) shows
the bar chart in terms of the number of hit-point update
operations for each resolution. When the resolution is up to
1600 × 1200 with 19.2 million photons, the number of hit-
point update operations is up to 1934.61 million. Fig. 2 profiles
the quantitative analysis results of the Cornell box scene
with 3 balls by emitting 5 million photons with resolution
of 640 × 480.

The analysis results in Fig. 2(a) indicate that the hit-point
update operation has the largest amount of execution time

Fig. 1. Four different resolution qualities. (a) 320 × 240, (b) 640 × 480,
(c) 1024 × 768, (d) 1600 × 1200, and (e) hit-point update operations.

(i.e., 46.90%), where it is noted that the radiance-evaluation
execution time is accounted in others (i.e., 3.35%) in Fig. 2(b).
Thus, it is expected that the progressive radiance estima-
tion including the hit-point update operation and radiance-
evaluation operation can be accelerated by the hardware such
that the overall performance of PPM might be reinforced.
Note that in case a scene covers more triangles, the execution
time of intersections will be largely increased in profiling.
In this case, several famous tree methods can be used to
mitigate this issue. In this paper, since how to design an
efficient tree method is not our focus and beyond the scope
of this paper, the accelerated progressive radiance estimation
hardware architecture with satisfactory graphic quality is our
concentration.

B. Hardware Resource Sharing and Configuration

After profiling PPM in Section III.A, it is observed that
the hit-point update operation and radiance evaluation will
not be concurrently performed from a hardware viewpoint.
Thus, how to share and configure the hardware resource
for these two main operations to reduce the cost will need
attention.
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Fig. 2. Quantitative profiling results of PPM. (a) Percentage distribution,
and (b) breakdown of software execution time of PPM.

C. Approximate Full Task Scheduling Challenge

The larger resolution leads to the larger hit-point update
operations in Fig. 1(e). Although PPM can use a photon to
simultaneously update all the related hit-points through paral-
lel computing, how to efficiently parallelize hit-point update
operations via an ASIC approach has not yet been discussed.
Intuitively, we can arrange these operations belonging to one
photon to one unit. However, the number of hit-point update
operations for different photons are usually different. Thus,
other units will wait for the unit which has the longest
execution time and the execution time will be increased.
Another way to deal with this parallel problem is to distribute
a set of hit-point update operations affected by this photon
among parallel units. However, the number of hit-point update
operations in a set will not be always full for distribution
among the units. Hence, it will be the important requirement
to distribute hit-point update operations of two or more sets
to fill up the parallel units.

D. Data Dependence Problem

Since the ray tracing algorithm [20], [21] recursively traces
each pixel by reflection and refraction, it is conceivable that
one or more hit-points could be generated by tracing a pixel.
For example, in Fig. 3, the hit-point memory of four PREUs

Fig. 3. Data dependence resulting from sequentially allocated hit-points.

Fig. 4. Simulation result due to data dependence with the sequential
allocation.

has four groups. In terms of function simulation, the hit-
points resulting from the same pixel are sequentially allocated
to adjacent addresses. This sequential allocation property can
easily lead to read after write (RAW) data hazard as shown
in Fig. 3. The serial number (SN) in the memory means which
pixel the hit-point corresponds to, where the corresponding
hit-point data is stored in the same memory space. In Fig. 4,
RAW data hazard incurs incorrect rendered pixel values such
that the glass ball’s reflection effect directly overwrites its
refraction effect. Based on the source code [4], the emulation
program can be developed to simulate this effect. In this case,
while two or more hit-points are produced, it leads to data
dependence problems in multi-core or pipelined structures as
ours.

IV. PROPOSED PROGRESSIVE RADIANCE

ESTIMATION ENGINE ARCHITECTURE

According to the motivation discussion in Section III.A, the
radiance estimation occupies the largest amount of the execu-
tion time of the photon tracing pass phase for Cornell box
with 3 balls. Therefore, the progressive radiance estimation
engine (PREE) in Fig. 5 is proposed to accelerate the radiance
estimation computation of PPM [3]. In order to speed up
the PREE’s performance, four progressive radiance estimation
units (PREUs) are adopted such that the update operations of
four hit-points can be computed in parallel. Due to the limited
hardware resource, without loss of generality, four PREUs can
be regarded as one case study and the methodology can be
extended to more than four PREUs hardware. Meanwhile,
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Fig. 5. System block diagram of PREE in the solid-line box.

we will address the utilization rate with more than four
PREUs in Section IV.B. Furthermore, the control unit includes
AFTSO-HpUOC controller and ADISO-REC controller to
schedule photon data and hit-point data for parallel computing
and to alleviate data dependence, respectively. The represen-
tative (i.e., not entire for simplicity) signals between PREE
and the external data controller are shown in Fig. 5, where
the dash-line box is not implemented in this paper. The main
data flow in Fig. 5 is described as follows. During the hit-
point update operation phase, the mode signal selects the fixed-
point AFTSO-HpUOC controller to generate the four reference
addresses (details will be addressed in Section IV.B), and then
the photon data and hit-pint data with these four reference
addresses are sent to four 32-bit floating-point PREUs to
calculate the four hit-points’ fluxes.

During the radiance evaluation phase, the mode signal
selects the fixed-point ADISO-REC controller to generate
the four leaping addresses (details will be addressed in
Section IV.C), and then the fluxes of hit-points with these
four leaping addresses are sent to four PREUs to calculate
four radiance values. Each PREU uses the leaping address to
avoid sequentially accessing the memory such that the data
dependence can be alleviated. In this section, we will describe
the architecture of the PREE and PREU in detail.

A. Progressive Radiance Estimation Unit (PREU)

Considering the issue in Section III.B, one configuration is
hit-point update operation and another is radiance evaluation,
where two computations of the progressive radiance estimation
will not be performed at the same time. Through the hardware

resource sharing and configuration, these two computations
can be performed in one configurable data path. The detailed
data path operations for above two configurations are described
in the following sub-sections.

1) Configurable Data Path of Hit-Point Update Operation
in the PREU: Assume one hit-point data (H ) and one photon
data (P) as inputs in this data path. Hit-point data includes
position (x H

pos, y H
pos , z H

pos), color (r H
color , gH

color , bH
color), accu-

mulated flux τN (x, �w) = (τ H
N,r , τ H

N,g , τ H
N,b), radius square, and

accumulated number of photons for one hit-point N , which is
equal to the variable N(x) of Eq. (1). Photon data includes
position (x P

pos, y P
pos , z P

pos), and flux φp(x p, �wp) = (φP
r ,

φP
g , φP

b ). There is a refined hit-point data including flux
τN̂ (x, �w) = (τ H

N̂ ,r
, τ H

N̂ ,g
, τ H

N̂ ,b
), radius square R̂2, and updated

accumulated number of photons for one hit-point N̂ as outputs.
Before determining whether the updated radius and flux are
selected, the distance square between a hit-point and a photon
has to be calculated in (6).

D2
H P = (x H

pos − x P
pos)

2+(y H
pos − y P

pos)
2+(z H

pos − z P
pos)

2 (6)

where subscript HP denotes the hit-point data (H ) and photon
data (P). Herein, in order to avoid the square-root computa-
tion, Eq. (1) can be recast as follows.

�

R
2
(x) = R2(x)

N(x) + αM(x)

N(x) + M(x)
= �

R
2 = R2 N + αM

N + M
(7)

Then we can determine whether the photon is inside the radius
of one hit-point through the comparison with D2

H P ≤ R2.
Using the notations in this section, Eq. (2) can be recast as

τ�
N
(x, �w) = τ�

N
= (τ H

�
N ,r

, τ H
�
N ,g

, τ H
�
N ,b

)

= (τN+M,r
N + αM

N + M
, τN+M,g

N + αM

N + M
, τN+M,b

× N + αM

N + M
) (8)

Thus, an accelerated hit-point update operation data path that
performs distance calculation, comparison, radius reduction,
flux correction, photon count accumulation is shown in Fig. 6
with M = 1. This unit consists of three blocks. Block 1 is
used to calculate the distance square between a hit-point and
a photon in Eq. (6). Block 2 is used to calculate and update the

reduced radius square
�

R
2

in Eq. (7), where the result depends
on the accumulated number of photons. Block 3 is used to
update the flux of the hit-point τ�

N
in Eq. (8), which was

affected by the input photon. In Eq. (8), the values of three
variables can be obtained by the product of correction factor
(N + αM)/(N + M) and the sum of τN and τM , respectively,
where M = 1 in Fig. 6. τN is input, and τM can be obtained
by the product of three sets of input data [4]: the hit-point
color consisting of r H

color , gH
color and bH

color , the photon flux

consisting of φP
r , φP

g and φP
b and 1/π . At last, the updated

accumulated number of photons, radius and flux will be output
and be written back to the memory if the input photon is within
the radius of the hit-point. The unit in Fig. 6 consists of the
following 32-bit floating-point arithmetic components in IEEE
754 format presented in Table 1: divider, multiplier, squarer,
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Fig. 6. Configurable data path for the hit-point update operation in the PREU.

TABLE I

ARITHMETIC COMPONENTS OF ONE PREU

adder, subtractor, and comparator. The first five arithmetic
components use IEEE round to nearest. The divider has
four pipeline stages, multiplier, squarer, adder as well as
subtractor have two pipeline stages, and the comparator is a
non-pipelined combinational logic.

2) Configurable Data Path of Radiance Evaluation in the
PREU and Hardware Sharing: When it comes to the final
stage of the PPM algorithm [3], [4], the hardware resource
can be configured to compute final pixel color in Eq. (4).
The input hit-point data (H ) includes accumulated flux
(τ H

N̂ ,r
, τ H

N̂ ,g
, τ H

N̂ ,b
), radius square, the corresponding pixel data

(Lr , Lg , Lb) of the hit-point and the number of emitted

photons Nemit ted . There is a refined pixel data (
�

Lr ,
�

Lg ,
�

Lb) as
outputs in this data path. Using the notations in this section,
Eq. (4) can be recursively realized and rewritten as

L(x, �w) = (
�

Lr ,
�

Lg,
�

Lb)

= (Lr , Lg, Lb)+ 1

π R2 Nemit ted
(τ H

�
N ,r

, τ H
�
N ,g

, τ H
�
N ,b

) (9)

Fig. 7. Configurable data path for the radiance evaluation in the PREU.

The corresponding data path architecture of Eq. (9) is shown
in Block 4 of Fig. 7. Observing Block 2, Block 3 in Fig. 6 and
Block 4 in Fig. 7, the data path can be shared since the radius
reduction as well as flux correction and radiance evaluation
will be not computed at the same time. Therefore, the PREU
can be configured two modes to achieve either the hit-point
update operation or the radiance evaluation by a mode signal
in Fig. 5. For simplicity, the mode signal is not shown
in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. In this work, the hit-point update operation
data path can be configured to ten-pipeline stages and the
radiance evaluation data path is configured to twelve-pipeline
stages. The data path of radiance evaluation increases extra two
pipeline stages because it feeds back the data to the previous
adder stage, where the feedback path is depicted with dotted
lines in Fig. 7.

Totally, the shared data path of a PREU saves seven multi-
pliers, three adders and one divider compared to the separated
hardware resources. In addition, since the hit-point address and
the pixel index are used to indicate the address of the output
data in memory, these two signals are kept in PREUs. Herein,
for simplicity, the signals are not shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7,
respectively,

B. Approximate Full Task Schedule Oriented Hit-Point
Update Operation Controller (AFTSO-HpUOC)

Considering the challenge in Section III.C, in order to
increase the utilization of four PREUs, AFTSO-HpUOC as
shown in Fig. 8(a) is designed to efficiently schedule at most
four different photons within four parallel computed PREUs.
As can be seen in Fig. 8(a), the inputs of AFTSO-HpUOC
are the photon data (32 bits × 6), the corresponding photon
address (32 bits, abbreviated as p_addr), and the number of
hit-points (32 bits) that are affected by this photon, where the
latter one is denoted as the notation N P

hit−point in Fig. 8(a).
The outputs of AFTSO-HpUOC are the reference addresses
(abbreviated as ref_addri) of the hit-point and the respective
photon data. The ref_addr is obtained by adding the p_addr
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Fig. 8. (a) Simplified block diagram of the AFTSO-HpUOC controller, and
(b) the conceptual logic diagram of Bock 5 of (a).

and N P
hit−point . For example, if p_addr = 100, N P

hit−point = 3,
then ref_addr0 = 100 + 3–1 = 102, ref_addr1 = 100 +
3–2 = 101, ref_addr2 = 100 + 3–3 = 100. The
ref_addri does not directly point to the hit-point data of
the memory; instead, it points an address of an index table

TABLE II

UTILIZATION OF PREUs

which records the addresses of the hit-points’ data in the
memory in Fig. 5. The ref_addri arrangement scheme of
AFTSO-HpUOC is addressed as follows. AFTSO-HpUOC
uses a pointer named last, to indicate which buffer to save
when new data is coming. When the buffer is not empty,
AFTSO-HpUOC will accumulate each buffer’s hit-point num-
ber. That means accuHP0 = buffer0, accuHP1 = accuHP0 +
buffer1, accuHP2 = accuHP1 + buffer2, and accuHP3 =
accuHP2 + buffer3. Next, it will check each accuHP whether
is greater than or equal to Nset or not, where Nset denotes
the number of PREUs. If yes, set dispatchi = true, where 0
≤ i < Nset . Then AFTSO-HpUOC will find the first true from
dispatch0 to dispatchNset−1 and set its address as buf_addr.
The corresponding conceptual logic diagram of Block 5 in
Fig. 8(a) is depicted in Fig. 8(b). Next, it will check whether
accuHPbu f _addr is less than or equal to Nset . If true, it will
dispatch all hit-points of bufferbu f _addr ; otherwise, it will
only dispatch partial hit-points of bufferbu f _addr . At the same
time, it will dispatch all hit-points in the buffer where the
address number is less than buf_addr. The outputs of the left
side dispatch and the right side dispatch consist of buffer
data and the resulting ref_addr. According to the buf_addr
and N P

hit−point,0 to N P
hit−point,2, Mux Selector generates the

select signals to determine the photon data and ref_addr0 to
ref_addr2 from either the left side dispatch or the right side
dispatch operations. After that, it shifts all of the undispatched
photons to the front of the buffer. Finally, it sets the last
address of the buffer and checks whether the whole buffer
has been occupied or not. If yes, set busy up until the buffer
is not full. According to the software simulation results,
AFTSO-HpUOC can efficiently dispatch the data, especially in
a large number of parallel PREUs. Note that when increasing
the number of PREUs to 8 and 16, AFTSO-HpUOC still
just needs one four-entry buffer to dispatch data to PREUs.
Table 2 shows the utilization rate with 4, 8 and 16 parallel
PREUs. As can be seen in Table 2, the utilization rate with
AFTSO-HpUOC can achieve 99.99%. The reason is that the
coming data is blocked when the buffer is full and the total
number of hit-points in the buffer is equal to Nset such that
AFTSO-HpUOC cannot achieve 100% utilization.

C. Approximate Data Independent Schedule Oriented
Radiance Evaluation Controller (ADISO-REC)

The data dependence problem of the hit-points caused by
the sequential allocation property mentioned in Section III.D
leads to the problem that the same pixel is concurrently
computed among PREUs. The data dependence problem can
be alleviated by discontinuous address fetching. The flow chart
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Fig. 9. Flow chart of generating the discontinuous leaping addresses.

provided in Fig. 9 is used to obtain the leaping addresses
for each group. The initialization of the computation flow
is to divide the hit-point memory into Nset groups where
each group corresponds to one PREU, sets start_addressi

(abbreviated as start_addri) and calculates the leaping_value,
where the subscript variable 0 ≤ i < Nset denotes the
respective group. The leaping_value ensures that the hit-points
computed in twelve-pipeline stages are fetched by accessing
discontinuous memory addresses, and can be calculated by the
following equation.

leaping_value =
⌊

Nhit−point

2�log2(Nset ×Npip_stage)�
⌋

(10)

where the notations Nhit−point and Npip_stgage denote the
total number of stored hit-points and the number of pipeline
stages, respectively. The start_addri is used to determine the
beginning address of the leaping address of the groupi . The
first address of start_addri can be calculated by sizegroup×i,
where sizegroup is the size of group. The j -th address of
start_addri (abbreviated as start_addri, j ) can be represented
by the following equation.

star t_addri, j

= si zegroup × i +
⌊

j⌈
si zegroup/ leaping_value

⌉
⌋

=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

si zegroup × i , if j == 0

star t_addri, j−1 + 1,

else if
⌊

j
�sizegroup/ leaping_value�

⌋
>

⌊
j−1

�sizegroup/ leaping_value�
⌋

star t_addri, j−1, otherwise

(11)

where j is from 0 to sizegroup − 1.

Fig. 10. Block diagram of the ADISO-REC controller.

The main computation of the flow chart is to
repetitively calculate the leaping_addressi, j (abbreviated
as leaping_addri, j) with start_addri, j and leaping_value
until all of hit-point addresses have been generated. The
first address and the second address of the leaping_addri

can be represented as the leaping_addri,0 = start_addri,0
and leaping_addri,1=leaping_addri,0 + leaping_value,
respectively.

According to the flow chart, the j -th leaping_addri can be
generally represented in the following equation.

leaping_addri, j

=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

star t_addri, j , if leaping_addri, j−1 + leaping_value

≥ si zegroup × (i + 1)

leaping_addri, j−1 + leaping_value,

otherwise

(12)

The known leaping_addri, j−1 can be used to simplify the

calculation of the condition
⌊

j
�sizegroup/ leaping_value�

⌋
>⌊

j−1
�sizegroup/ leaping_value�

⌋
in Eq. (11), because this condi-

tion will be only satisfied when leaping_addri, j−1 + leap-
ing_value is larger than the end address of the i-th group.
Thus, Eq. (11) can be recast as follows.

star t_addri, j

=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

si zegroup × i , if j == 0

star t_addri, j−1 + 1, else if leaping_addri, j−1

+ leaping_value≥si zegroup

×(i + 1)

star t_addri, j−1, otherwise

(13)

The corresponding proposed ADISO-REC block diagram
of the flow chart in Fig. 9 and Eqs. (10), (12) and (13) with
Nset = 4 and Npip_stage = 12 is shown in Fig. 10, where the
input and outputs are Nhit−point and four leaping addresses
(i.e., leaping_addr0, j to leaping_addr3, j), respectively. The
four leaping addresses correspond to four PREUs, respectively,
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Fig. 11. An example of accessing the memory using ADISO-REC.

and each output can generate discontinuous addresses in turn.
Since Nset = 4, Npip_stage = 12, the denominator of Eq. (10)
is 2�log2(Nset ×Npip_stage)� = 2�log2(4×12)� = 26. That means the
leaping value can be obtained by dividing Nhit−point by 26,
where 26 can be implemented by shifting right 6 bits
(i.e., �6 in Fig. 10). The start_addri, j in Fig. 9 and Eq. (13)
can be saved to the four registers named as Reg_start0
to Reg_start3 in Fig. 10, respectively. The end address of the
group in Fig. 9 can be saved to the four registers named
as Reg_end0 to Reg_end3 in Fig. 10, respectively. Herein,
Reg_end0 = Nhit−point /4 = Nhit−point � 2, Reg_end1 =
Nhit−point × 2/4 = Nhit−point � 1, Reg_end2 = Nhit−point ×
3/4 = Nhit−point × (1/4 + 2/4) = Nhit−point � 2 +
Nhit−point � 1, Reg_end3 = Nhit−point .

Finally, the leaping_addri, j in Fig. 9 and Eq. (12) can
be saved to the four registers named as Reg_leaping_addr0
to Reg_leaping_addr3, respectively, in Fig. 10. These four
registers and four 32-bit fixed-point adders are used to perform
the calculation in Eq. (12). Fig. 11 shows an example of
how ADISO-REC fetches non-sequential hit-point data from
the memory using above flow chart. Note that the leaping
value approach is very close to or the same as cycle-by-cycle
interleaving [22] to eliminate data dependence.

V. COMPARISON RESULTS AND CHIP

LAYOUT IMPLEMENTATION

The evaluation and chip layout characteristics as well
as implementation of the proposed PREE architecture are
addressed in this section. The cell-based design flow with
standard cell library in TSMC 90 nm CMOS process with
1.0 V power supply voltage is adopted. The Synopsys Design
Compiler is used to synthesize the register-transfer level (RTL)
design and Cadence SOC Encounter is adopted to place and
route for the proposed architecture. For the purpose of attain-
ing the reliable PREE’s performance and verification, 140MHz
is used for the logic synthesis frequency. Consequently, the

Fig. 12. Chip layout of PREE.

Fig. 13. Comparison result of Cornell box with 3 balls in 320 × 240 resolu-
tion. (a) Software, (b) RTL simulation, (c) reflection and refraction of software
result, (d) reflection and refraction of RTL simulation result, (e) caustics of
software result, and (f) caustics of RTL simulation result.

post-layout frequency is 125 MHz, where the margin 15MHz
is used for tolerance of operating frequency degradation due to
the place and route for PREE. The chip layout of the proposed
PREE is shown in Fig. 12, where the ruler indicates the chip
layout size by 1.336 × 1.333 mm2.

Cornell box with 3 balls, Cornell box with teapot as well
as hexahedron, Sibenik Cathedral, and Conference Room as
shown in Fig. 13, Fig. 14, Fig. 15, and Fig. 16 are used
to validate the functions of PREE via software and RTL
simulations, respectively. The zoom-in images inside the red
boxes are shown to compare software and RTL hardware
results for each scene. The reflection, refraction and caustics
effects can be observed in Fig. 13(c) and (d) and (e) and (f).
The diffuse interreflection effect is shown in Fig. 14(c) and (d).
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Fig. 14. Comparison result of Cornell box with teapot and hexahedron
in 320 × 240 resolution. (a) Software, (b) RTL Simulation, (c) diffuse inter-
reflection of software result, and (d) diffuse interreflection of RTL simulation
result. (teapot source: http://cs.au.dk/∼miguel/ar/3dModel.l3d.small).

Fig. 15. Comparison result of Sibenik Cathedral in 320 × 240 resolution.
(a) Software, (b) RTL Simulation, (c) software result, and (d) RTL simulation
result. (http://graphics.cs.williams.edu/data/meshes.xml).

The rendering results for more triangles can be observed
in Fig. 15(c) and (d). The changes in light and shadow
are shown in Fig. 16(c) and (d). We compare the two
images in terms of the structural similarity (SSIM) defined
in [23] and signal to noise ratio (SNR), where the SSIM
and SNR indices are used to evaluate the similarity qual-
ity between two images. The SSIMs of Fig. 13, Fig. 14,
Fig. 15, and Fig. 16 between software and RTL simulations
are 0.995461, 0.995420, 0.996328, and 0.995236, respec-
tively. Considering software and RTL hardware simulation
results, the SNRs of these four scenes are 83.35dB, 83dB,
81.57dB and 81.91dB, respectively. From about zoom-in
images and quantitative numbers in terms of SSIM and SNR,
the proposed PREE has satisfactory quality and slight differ-
ence via comparison between software and RTL simulations.
In Table 3, the software approach adopting/modifying the
source code [4] on Intel CPU i7-2600 3.4GHz with single
thread can achieve 13.93 million hit-point update operations
per second (MHpUO/s) at most from provided simulations

Fig. 16. Comparison result of Conference Room in 320 × 240 res-
olution. (a) Software, (b) RTL Simulation, (c) light and shadow of
software result, and (d) light and shadow of RTL simulation result.
(http://graphics.cs.williams.edu/data/meshes.xml#7).

according to four different scene resolutions in Fig. 1.
Note that the above performance in terms of MHpUO/s is
obtained by the number of hit-point update operations over the
progressive radiance estimation execution time. Since the
post-layout simulation is very time consuming for the high
resolution scene, the chip layout implementation is validated
by the post-layout simulation for emitting 1,000 photons
in 20 × 15 resolution through 4 test scenes, where the power
consumption is 184 mw, 162 mw, 155 mw, and 178 mw,
respectively via Synopsys PrimeTime. According to the post-
layout simulation results, the computation times of the pro-
posed PREE implementation for 4 test scenes are 0.25 ms,
0.21 ms, 0.17 ms, and 0.10 ms and hit-point update opera-
tions rate can achieve 496.79 MHpUO/s, 497.71 MHpUO/s,
497.10 MHpUO/s, and 495.43 MHpUO/s, respectively. The
proposed PREE can speed up the progressive radiance
estimation by 35.66 times with emitting 1,000 photons
in 20 × 15 resolution compared to the software approach
with single thread with 768,000 photons in 320x240 resolution
for Cornell box with 3 balls. The speedup number is calcu-
lated by (496.79MHpUO/s)/(13.93MHpUO/s) = 35.66, where
496.79MHpUO/s is listed in the last column in Table 3 and
13.93MHpUO/s is listed in note 7 in Table 3. Considering
similarity quality, the SSIMs of four scenes in 20 × 15
resolution between software and post layout simulations are
0.980437, 0.975521, 0.975886, and 0.978602, respectively,
and the SNRs of these four scenes are 48.92dB, 46.69dB,
45.37dB and 47.39dB, respectively. The comparison results
and chip layout characteristics are summarized in Table 3. The
memory space requirement in the last second row in Table 3 is
determined by the number of stored photons Nphoton , the num-
ber of stored hit-points Nhit−point or the size of the scene
resolution Nr , where the numbers depend on what algo-
rithm is used. The expected value of the pixel estimate in
the last row in Table 3 adopting (5) [7] in Section II.C is
used to represent the theoretical graphic quality. The ASIC
approaches [15], [17] are selected for comparison. In [15], the
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TABLE III

COMPARISON RESULTS AND THE CHIP LAYOUT CHARACTERISTICS

proposed ASIC in 90 nm consists of the accelerated tree-
search architecture and shader architecture for the photon
mapping algorithm. In [17], the proposed ASIC in 90 nm
consists of TSA and SOA. Compared with this work, although
the speeds of [15] and [17] are faster in 1.5 GHz, both
architectures in [15] and [17] realize the photon mapping
algorithm such that the biased scene results will be incurred.
Overall, in Table 3, the proposed PREE hardware design
and implementation shows four features. First, to our best
knowledge, compared with [8], [15]–[17], and [19] and the
literatures in the reference, the proposed PREE hardware for
PPM is the first efficient ASIC architecture work. Second,
due to the PPM algorithm, the memory space requirement in
our work is less than that of [15] and [17]. This is because
Nhit−point is much less than Nphoton in most cases. Third,
since the radius of [15] and [17] cannot be changed and
updated, the PREE hardware for PPM should have better

graphic quality than that of [15] and [17]. Fourth, this work has
comparable performance to the software approach in Table 3.
It is noted that ray tracing is one of phases of PPM and
the accelerated ray tracing hardware implementations have
been widely studied such as [20] and [21]. The accelerated
hardware structures [20], [21] provide potential solutions for
the ray tracing hardware of the complete PPM hardware.
However, these ray tracing implementations cannot execute
the radiance estimation computations including the hit-point
update operation and radiance evaluation since they only focus
on ray tracing rather than PPM.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, we propose the PREE architecture with
four PREUs, AFTSO-HpUOC and ADISO-REC to accelerate
the processing of the progressive radiance estimation of the
PPM algorithm. By sharing the arithmetic resources, the
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presented pipelined data path of PREU can be reconfigured
to implement either the hit-point update operation or the
radiance evaluation. To increase the data parallelism degree,
the proposed AFTSO-HpUOC controller with the four-entry
buffer combining several distributed hit-points from at most
four photons improves the utilization of the PREUs. During the
radiance evaluation phase, the ADISO-REC controller adopts
the low-complexity leaping access method to alleviate the
data dependence. In summary, the hardware innovation and
contributions of this paper are as follows. 1) A high computing
PREE with satisfactory graphic quality is proposed to accel-
erate the progressive radiance estimation of PPM. 2) A novel
configurable PREU is proposed to achieve resource sharing
between hit-point update operation and radiance evaluation.
3) An AFTSO-HpUOC controller with a systematic PREU
utilization is proposed to attain almost parallel operations.
4) An ADISO-REC controller applying the leading address
method is proposed to alleviate the data dependence to avoid
rendering incorrect pixel value. In future work, the FPGA
implementation will be considered.
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